Kishantos Cup
Invitation
FSR/ENDURANCE - 4th round of the 2020 Hungarian Championship
Organizers: POSEIDON SE; Szeged Városi Modellező SE
Date, venue: 25-27 September 2020, Kishantos
Classes: ENDURANCE 3,5 ccm stock; 3,5ccm; 7,5 ccm; 15 ccm; 27 ccm
Prizes: Individual and team classification
Race referees: Réka Kapócs, Attila Radics
Participation: All competitors from domestic and foreign associations who
have a model in accordance with the IMBRA regulations. Due to the Covid
pandemic, all participants must follow the special higienic regulations,
according to the organizer’s specific instructions.
Rules: current IMBRA rules. 20min heats and 30min finals regardless of
the nr. of competitors/class.
Closing date for registration: 23 September 2020
Registration address: fsrnevezes@gmail.com
Participation fee:

1 boat per person:
7000 HUF
Additional boat:
1500 HUF
Beyond the closing date or local registration: 50 %
additional fee will be charged

Central rescue boat crew is provided by the organizer In case a
competitor is damaging the rescue boat he/she must pay for
reparations.
Protest: Decisions can be challenged in written format for a protest fee
of 5000 HUF

Accomondation:
Kishantos Mansion - (oder via: Csikós Ádám urlketto@gmail.com)
For campers, caravans, tents: electricity, restrooms, showers
etc. will be provided. Please let us know your needs in advance!
In case of full house potential accomodations nearby:
- Hotel Kerpely
www.hotelkerpely.hu
2400 Dunaújváros, Dózsa György út 35.
- Klub Hotel
www.klubhotel.hu
2400 Dunaújváros, Építők útja 2.
- Varga fogadó
www.vargaetterem.hu
2421 Nagyvenyim, Fő uta 8/1

Planned Program
Friday:

15:00

Saturday: 09:30
10:00
Lunch
14:00
19:00
Sunday:

09:00
13:00

Free practice
Opening ceremony
1. start (3.5; 7,5; 15; 27)
2. start (3.5; 7.5; 15; 27)
Dinner*
Finals
Prize giving

The organizers keep the right of making changes to the program!
* Dinner:
The organizers can provide dinner for a price of 2200 HUF/person which
contains (fried pork - schnitzel - with mixed garnishes)
Please indicate this in advance, when you’re sending your registration.
Also there’s a pssoibility to order Sunday lunch (goulash soup with bread)
for a price of 1000 HUF/person.
We wish all participants a succesful preparation!
Ádám Csikós, urlketto@gmail.com

